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We believe in Abundance!

41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE PLANS
TO HELP YOU BUILD 
ONE IN YOUR GARDEN THIS WEEKEND
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We believe in Abundance!

Here are 41 of the best and free!
greenhouse plans to help you 

build the greenhouse of your dreams.

Then you need a greenhouse.
They are a great addition to any Permaculture system. 
Any expense you accrue in building one can quickly 

be made back with the extra product they help produce.

DO YOU LIKE THE IDEA OF BEING ABLE 
  TO EXTEND YOUR GROWING SEASON?

WHAT ABOUT HAVING A GREAT SPACE TO START
PRODUCING YOUR OWN FOOD A LITTLE EARLIER?       
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND1

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE ‘BARN’ GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse gets its name honest. It is shaped just like a barn. Its appearance is one 
that will fit right in on any homestead.

The site includes all plans (all for free) on how to construct this greenhouse. It also includes 
a list of all tools.

Ana does advise that you read everything over thoroughly before jumping into building. 
It is nice that the medal slabs that are used for the side do not have to be cut to fit the sides. 
You can just throw them right up!

From the looks of it, this greenhouse would be easier to build and look great to boot.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 12 x 11.5

DIFFICULTY Hard

http://www.ana-white.com/2012/05/plans/barn-greenhouse
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND2

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE BIG GREENHOUSE

The ‘big’ greenhouse is going to be a large 10×16 structure. These plans are very basic but 
would certainly do the job.

This greenhouse is a simple A-frame structure. It is a personal preference, but you will pro-
bably have to build shelving or above ground beds inside of it. However, you could just plant 
directly in the ground if you choose.

With these plans, you will have plenty of room to decide how you want to lay out the insi-
de of the structure. You will also have ample amount of room to grow almost anything your 
heart desires.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 16 x 10

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

http://howtospecialist.com/garden/10x16-greenhouse-plans/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND3

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE ‘HOOP’ GREENHOUSE

This design is a little different from the others mentioned. It has a round formation. It is very 
simple to build and is less complex than most.

It requires very little tools but the tools that are needed are listed along with the plans. Most 
people that build this form use it in a cold frame fashion. You can add grow light to it if you 
choose, though.

This is the type of greenhouse I have on my own homestead. You can read all about how 
we built ours for less than $200 on the very bottom of this page.

If you are looking for an inexpensive option, this is a great fit.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 32 x 12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

http://www.albertahomegardening.com/how-to-build-an-inexpensive-hoop-style-greenhouse/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND4

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE 50-DOLLAR GREENHOUSE

I love this option for an inexpensive greenhouse. They used lots of ingenuity and built a 
structure that will fulfill its purpose without breaking the bank.

That is what homesteading is about after all.

All of the plans and tools are listed together. They also give you a step by step tutorial with 
pictures of how to build this structure.

It is states up front that in order to build this greenhouse for around $50 it will take some 
upcycling and scouting of free items on your part.

They provide a price list for what they did spend so it gives you a good idea of how and 
where to find these items.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 15 x 8

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

http://doorgarden.com/2008/10/27/50-dollar-hoop-house-green-house/


Discover
the Forgotten Power of Plants

with Dr. Nicole Apelian

You'll find 800+ beneficial
plants and remedies in 

"The Lost Book of Herbal Remedies”

https://7366dju5qmjcmr430jtfsdu6az.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=GREENHOUSE
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND5

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE GEO DOME

This greenhouse reminds me of part of a jungle gym I use to play on at the park as a kid. It 
is a circular shaped greenhouse and very interesting to look at.

Since this greenhouse is a circular shape it makes it better for withstanding high winds.

The plans and tool are available, along with pictures of this project being built.

This appears to be a really cool greenhouse. It is said to have the most growing space in 
comparison to most any other greenhouse available.

The only thing I notice when looking at the project being built is that it is a great option for 
those with great carpentry skills.

It does not appear to be for first-timers.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 18 (diameter)

DIFFICULTY Hard

https://northernhomestead.com/how-to-build-a-geodome-greenhouse/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND6

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE RETRACTABLE 
HOOP GREENHOUSE

This design allows you to give your plants sunlight when they need it, and protect them 
from the elements at other times.

They are not that difficult to construct but gives you the flexibility to grow greens even 
during winter.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8 x 10

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

https://www.grit.com/farm-and-garden/pvc-hoop-house-zm0z13jazgou#axzz3Ngnz7dmT
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND7

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE UPCYCLED 
OLD WINDOWS GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse is a lot like the previous one. However, it uses all old windows.

This is a great option for someone looking to build a smaller greenhouse without a lot of 
cost added to it.

You can make this greenhouse larger if you choose. All of the plans are available and the 
tools listed with them that you will need in order to construct it.

I love this greenhouse because it is very quaint looking. It could also potentially be free to 
build. You can find old windows on sites like Craigs List for free at times.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 10x6

DIFFICULTY Very Easy

http://www.instructables.com/id/Greenhouse-From-Old-Windows/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND8

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE BUILDEAZY GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse looks really cool. There are no other words for it.
It has windows on top that can be opened when ventilation is necessary. It also includes a 

door in the front and back as well.

These features can be optional, but they are great features so if you can add them I would 
recommend it.

These plans are also free. They do not include pictures of the building process like some of 
the others that I’ve mentioned.

So be sure that you read them thoroughly before jumping into this project.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 10x8

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

http://www.buildeazy.com/greenhouse-1.php


OUR COLLECTION OF ORGANIC COTTON...
INSPIRED BY THE ABUNDANCE OF NATURE

Abundance is the Key
We have Nature, that teaches us what abundance is, and how to achieve it ... we
just have to follow it putting ourselves in his Her hands ... we believe in abundan-
ce!! By purchasing our shirts, you are launching a message of Life that looks to 
the future and supports the World Permaculture Association with its abundance 
projects around the world.

https://webelieveinabundance.teemill.com/
https://webelieveinabundance.teemill.com/
https://webelieveinabundance.teemill.com/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND9

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE PLASTIC BOTTLE GREENHOUSE

If you hate or love plastic bottles, this greenhouse is for you. This is another greenhouse that 
could be potentially free if you know where to look for the materials.

You can shape it in any form that you wish. They show pictures of a typical A-frame gre-
enhouse as well as a hoop greenhouse too.

There are no actual plans but certain tips are offered since the building process is rather 
self-explanatory.

It is important to keep the bottles lined up so your walls are even.
This greenhouse should work effectively for any need you might have. You should also 

have ample amount of growing space.
The actual process might be a little tedious but when you are building something for free, 

that extra bit of effort is worth it.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8x6

DIFFICULTY Easy

http://www.goodshomedesign.com/build-plastic-bottle-greenhouse/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND10

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE BASEMENT GREENHOUSE

This is another really awesome greenhouse. If you have a basement, this is the greenhouse 
for you!

You will actually construct the frame right outside of your walk-out basement door. This 
allows you to walk straight from your home into your greenhouse.

Pictures of the build are available as well as instructions on how to build it. From the pictu-
res this is a very functional greenhouse. You cannot plant directly into the ground.

However, you can start many seeds on shelves inside this greenhouse. You could also plant 
produce in pots and grow them year round in this greenhouse as well.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 10x6.5

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

https://tomsgardens.wordpress.com/2013/11/15/greenhouse-re-do/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND11

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

CD CASE GREENHOUSE

This is the wildest greenhouse I have ever seen!
This talented individual took old CD cases and utilized them by turning them into a gre-

enhouse.

She openly states in the beginning of her tutorial that there are many instructions to buil-
ding this greenhouse.

However, she doesn’t want you to be scared away from trying to build this masterpiece 
yourself. There are just many minute details that she wanted to be sure you understood.

It is a smaller greenhouse. The actual picture shows that it holds only about 3 large plants. 
I am sure you could change it to fit your individual needs as well.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 3,75x2.5

DIFFICULTY Very Easy

http://www.soyouthinkyourecrafty.com/cd-case-greenhouse-tutorial/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND12

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE IDEA DONNA GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse is a great greenhouse for the beginner.
It has a strong wooden frame that should help it to last. While also being simply built.
The plastic sides still allow for ample amount of sunlight to get through while still holding 

heat in during the colder temps.

The person that wrote the instructions on this greenhouse actually got the idea from 
another blog. The only problem was there were no instructions.

She fixed that problem by building this greenhouse from those pictures and creating very 
detailed instructions (and pictures) for those that want to give it a try.

The details are all there, the functionality is there, and the budget is on point too. If you are 
working on a tight budget and in need of a greenhouse, this could be the one for you.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8x8

DIFFICULTY Easy

https://ideadonnafarm.wordpress.com/2012/01/21/on-the-farm-building-a-diy-greenhouse-for-less-than-you-think/


Discover
the Forgotten Power of Plants

with Dr. Nicole Apelian

You'll find 800+ beneficial
plants and remedies in 

"The Lost Book of Herbal Remedies”

https://7366dju5qmjcmr430jtfsdu6az.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=GREENHOUSE
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1


DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5x12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND13

THE $25 COLD FRAME

This is another budget friendly greenhouse idea.
It is actually a smaller greenhouse. The purpose of it is to encompass small potted plants.
It has a hoop shape design that is constructed mainly of PVC pipe and plastic. The building 

materials are what make this such an inexpensive design.
The site offers very detailed instructions on how to construct this greenhouse and a detai-

led list of all materials needed.
This greenhouse could help those needing it for only a few plants. You could also build a 

multitude of these greenhouses in the place of one larger one as they are mobile.

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 5 x 12

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

http://web.archive.org/web/20160421203656/http://www.pondplantgirl.com/coldframe.htm
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND14

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8x3

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE TOMATO FORT

This greenhouse costs about $50 to build. This is not a kit.
It requires different materials to be purchased and put together to build this little gre-

enhouse.
The reason it is named the tomato fort is because the person that designed this intended 

it to protect her tomatoes from a lot of rain.
Tomatoes do not like rain. It is actually better to water them from the ground.
So she built her tomatoes a little fort that can be opened on the sides during prettier days 

and closed on rainy days.
It is a hoop construction that is mainly made from PVC pipe and plastic.
The site provides a list of all the materials needed and detailed instructions on how to build. 

It says that it only takes about an hour to construct.

http://www.sowanddipity.com/polytunnel-tutorial/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND15

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8,25x5

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE GARAGE GREENHOUSE

I called this one the ‘Garage Greenhouse’ because it kind of works like a garage. It is actually 
a very original and unique design.

You place all of your plants up against your house. You can even create a little garden next 
to your house and add some shelving for your potted plants.

Let them grow in this convenient spot. However, when it gets cold you’ll have a greenhou-
se that can be pulled down over them.

This is obviously a cold frame style greenhouse but is really neat that it can be folded back 
when it is not in use.

This would be a great option for someone with a smaller yard that may not want a gre-
enhouse freestanding all year long and taking up unnecessary space.

http://www.goodshomedesign.com/how-to-build-a-fold-down-greenhouse/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND16

DIMENSIONS (FEET) N/A

DIFFICULTY Very Easy

THE MINI-BOTTLE GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse is another one that recycles old water bottles. This one is very budget 
friendly and takes little preparation.

The idea is you plant your garden. Then go around and place recycled water bottles over 
plants such as tomatoes.

This allows for the plants to be planted a little earlier and still survive a frost.
If you have ever dealt with tomatoes and frost you know that one slight frost and they are 

goners. This is a very unique idea that is said to raise the temperature by 10 degrees.
This is basically a free greenhouse. So if you are on a budget this is a great less permanent 

option for you.
They also provide tips to give you the greatest chances of success with this option.

http://www.apieceofrainbow.com/diy-bottle-greenhouse/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND17

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 4x6

DIFFICULTY Easy

THE INSTANT CLOCHE

This is a very natural and original design for a cold frame greenhouse to protect seedlings.

They took branches from a Conifer tree and sharpened the ends so they would be easy to 
stake in the ground.

They then rounded them so they could be used to make a hoop shape. They then wrapped 
plastic over the top of these branches so they would form a small cold frame greenhouse 
over the seedlings.

This will protect your seedlings from frost if you plant in the midst of an unexpected cold 
snap.

It is a great, budget friendly option to build a greenhouse is a snap.

http://learn.eartheasy.com/2012/06/how-to-make-an-instant-cloche-to-protect-seedlings/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND18

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 4x6

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

SUPER-CHEAP FLOWER TENT

This is a great idea for your raised garden beds.

Not everyone wants a massive greenhouse in their yard or on their farm for that matter.
Some people just want to prolong the life of their plants into fall or get a jump start on 

planting their veggies in the spring.

This is a great option for those in these categories. All you do is use two pieces of PVC pipe 
to create a hoop frame. Then add your plastic and clip it on with chip bag clips.

  It is very budget friendly and something that could be removed easily when not in use.

http://imqtpi.blogspot.com/2012/12/garden-tutorial-how-to-make-super-cheap.html
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND19

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 10x8

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE TRAMPOLINE GREENHOUSE

This is probably one of the coolest upcycled greenhouse projects you’ll ever see.
They literally took an old trampoline and turned it into a greenhouse.
The trampoline frame is pulled into and one part is used to shape the front while the other 

half is used to shape the back. They then cover the greenhouse in plastic.

It is very inexpensive and a great way to repurpose that old trampoline that the kids never 
jump on anymore.

As an added bonus they give lots of great tips on how to keep the temp up in the gre-
enhouse. One way is they spray painted bottles black and filled them with water.During the 
day, the black draws heat and warms the water.

At night the water is disbursed and keeps the temperature up in the greenhouse.

https://howdoesshe.com/how-to-create-a-greenhouse-out-of-a-trampoline/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND20

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 10x14

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE DIY BIG CHEAP 
BEAUTIFUL GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse is a beautiful sight to see.
They were not only looking for a greenhouse that would not cost an arm and a leg but also 

something that would stand out and bring beauty to the center of their flower garden.
They found the materials at a double glazer’s shop. Those are the people that fix old win-

dows, doors, etc.
Most towns have a window repair person. A lot of times they’ll have old doors and win-

dows just hanging around their store that they can no longer use.
You might be able to purchase them at an extremely discounted price or even better, score 

a few free items.
Then follow the tutorial given to use these items to construct this beautiful, fully functional 

greenhouse.

https://thegreenlever.blogspot.com/2013/04/recuperated-glass-greenhouse-part-1.html#.XMB1wy9aajh


Discover
the Forgotten Power of Plants

with Dr. Nicole Apelian

You'll find 800+ beneficial
plants and remedies in 

"The Lost Book of Herbal Remedies”

https://7366dju5qmjcmr430jtfsdu6az.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=GREENHOUSE
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
https://www.lostbookofremedies.com/vsl/index.php?r=2723&r=1207&hop=rigenera&rx=1
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 12x10

DIFFICULTY Hard

THE WRANGLERSTAR GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse is a rather traditional greenhouse.

The video is actually one of a six part series. It gives you in depth instruction along with the 
visuals of how this greenhouse is physically put together.

If you are someone that is potentially handy with building things this is a great option for 
you.

You can watch how this person constructs the greenhouse and then mimic it for your own 
greenhouse.

The greenhouse ends up being a beautiful barn shaped greenhouse that would be suitable 
for many things since it is rather large.

21

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4F9rVrb1oM&ab_channel=Wranglerstar
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND22

DIMENSIONS (FEET) N/A

DIFFICULTY Very Easy

THE MINI HOTHOUSE

This is a great option for someone working on a budget and needing something quickly.
All you have to do is take a tomato cage and place it around your plant.

You then wrap the cage in plastic wrap.

This will help to hold the heat in and give your plants the extra temperature increase requi-
red for successful growth during the colder start to spring.

You can buy tomato cages for a few dollars and plastic wrap is not very expensive either.
You could potentially afford to do this for all of your starter seeds and give them a great 

start.

http://www.homesteadingwife.com/2011/04/mini-hothouse.html
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND23

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8x8

DIFFICULTY Hard

THE CEDAR GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse is absolutely gorgeous!
It is actually a kit which makes it easier to assemble.

This greenhouse is 8×8 in size. It has a beautiful cedar exterior.
It also includes a beautiful planting bench on the inside.

The cedar wood provides many benefits for this greenhouse beyond good looks. It is con-
sidered as a very durable material by most building codes throughout the United States.

Cedar wood is also a great option to help insulate the greenhouse as well.

The whole design of this greenhouse would add great beauty to any area while also offe-
ring functionality.

http://www.backyardcity.com/Storage-Sheds/CSI-Sunhouse-SH88.htm
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND24

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8x6

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE DIY BAMBOO GREENHOUSE

A bamboo greenhouse is a great idea for any homestead.
Bamboo is a great building material. The coolest part is you can actually grow it yourself.

This drastically reduces the cost of building a greenhouse.
The website offers a list of materials and tools needed to construct it.

You will basically need to lay out the measurements of the greenhouse and drive bamboo 
into the ground to mark the dimensions off.

You will then finish constructing the structure with remaining pieces of bamboo.

Then you will need to add the plastic which will help insulate your plants.
It is a frugal yet functional option.

https://premeditatedleftovers.com/gardening/simple-and-sustainable-diy-bamboo-greenhouse/#_a5y_p=1116710
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ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND25

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 6x10

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE PALLET GREENHOUSE

This is a very inexpensive greenhouse. It also offers a touch of rustic charm to boot.
It is a smaller greenhouse built from pallets.

You will have to deconstruct the pallets in order to build this structure. Therefore it will be 
a little more labor intensive than some previously mentioned.

However, if you are not afraid of a little extra elbow grease you can save yourself a bundle 
on materials.

After building the structure, you will just have to add the plastic.

This greenhouse is a great option to place out in the middle of your garden to help protect 
your tomato plants and other cold sensitive vegetables.

https://thegreenlever.blogspot.com/2011/12/home-made-low-cost-greenhouse-designed.html#.XMB6GC9aaji
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ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND26

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8x2

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE ‘ADD-ON’ GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse is one that can be added on to a coop or outbuilding. It also comes with 
instruction to make it a stand-alone greenhouse if that is your desire.

It is built of solid wood and does not use plastic for the windows. Instead the windows are 
constructed of glass.

This is a very pretty addition to the garden.

It is also larger which would give ample amount of space to grow plenty of plants if you 
desired.

The design is very unique as it can be an addition to an already existing structure.

http://www.runnerduck.com/greenhouse.htm
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND27

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 1x1

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE COUNTERTOP GREENHOUSE

If you are looking to house smaller plants or herbs, this is the greenhouse for you.
It is a really neat idea as it is totally portable.

You basically build a little box with a wood frame. You insert glass sides so the sun can get 
through.

Yet the box will remain well insulated.
You then can just place your smaller plants or herbs inside the box and watch them grow.

This isn’t something that has to take up large amounts of space in your yard. It can actually 
just be placed on your kitchen counter or even on the back patio.

http://www.instructables.com/id/Countertop-Greenhouse/?ALLSTEPS
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND28

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 24x12

DIFFICULTY Hard

THE 300 SQUARE FOOT HOOP HOUSE

This is another cold frame option. The great thing is that it is around 300 square feet.
That is a lot of growing space.

All you have to do is lay a wooden perimeter. Then use PVC pipe to hold the hoop shape. 
You will place three large poles in the center of the structure for support.

After you get the structure secured, you then add plastic to the outside for insulation.

You then can create different shaped garden beds inside of the hoop house for different 
growing spaces.

Did I mention you can do all of this for under $500?
That is pretty amazing!

https://www.naturallivingideas.com/windproof-hoop-house-build/
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DIMENSIONS (FEET) 10x10

DIFFICULTY Hard

THE REPLACEMENT 
WINDOW GREENHOUSE

This is another greenhouse that uses repurposed windows.
I must admit I have a soft spot in my heart for these greenhouses because of the sophisti-

cated beauty they add to even the most rustic homestead.
It takes a lot of time to collect these old windows but once you get them, you then get to 

piece them together like a puzzle.
An idea offered on this site is to contact window companies that often have left over old 

windows from a recent replacement job.
You then get to paint the windows to match and place them together.
This particular greenhouse also has additional cold frames built on the outside.
It is a beautiful and frugal idea for a greenhouse.

https://ourfairfieldhomeandgarden.com/building-a-repurposed-windows-greenhouse/
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PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND30

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8x4

DIFFICULTY Easy

THE REMOVABLE COLD FRAME

This cold frame kind of reminds me of a covered wagon. It is actually another really neat 
and very unique idea.

Maybe you are just a gardener and not quite gotten into the huge garden thing…..yet.
You don’t need a huge greenhouse because you really just have a few above ground beds.

What do you do for a greenhouse?
This option suits you perfectly.

You build this removable cold frame cover for your garden beds.
That way when your plants need the extra protection, you can drop the cover down over 

them.

When the temperatures are nice and it isn’t needed, you simply pull it back.

https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/diy-covered-greenhouse-garden-a-removable-cover-solution-to-protect-your-plants-198594
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PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND31

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 2x2

DIFFICULTY Easy

THE SMALL WINDOW GREENHOUSE

I’ve already listed some other refurbished windows greenhouse plans.
They all consisted of a more classic look or rustic charm.
This greenhouse is different.
It is much smaller, requires few windows, and appears much easier to put together.
It obviously will not hold as many plants but it will certainly add the ‘cute’ factor to your yard 

while being fully functional for a few small plants.

All you have to do is place a few poles in the ground for a base. Then you’ll add a few me-
dium sized windows for the sides.

Finally, you’ll add two windows for a pitched roof.
It is quite simple and something that would be great for the beginner diy’er.

http://empressofdirt.net/make-window-greenhouse-1/
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PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND32

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 4x4

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE FOLD UP GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse takes a little more know how in the construction department. I say this 
because it requires a few extra tools.

No worries, the site offers a full list of materials needed and plans to build it. It also offers a 
lot of pictures to help things along.

However, if you are crafty with construction projects this is a neat one to try.
If you don’t want a greenhouse that is permanently in one space or if you don’t want it 

around all year, why not build one that you can just fold up and move?

Talk about easy storage!
It has glass walls and folds on hinges so any time you don’t need it you can simply fold it 

up and put it away.

http://www.rockler.com/how-to/building-easy-store-fold-up-greenhouse-project/
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ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND33

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8x8

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE ‘LESS THAN $100’ GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse is built for less than $100.
It has an all wood frame and uses old windows for the walls.

It add a bit of a rustic touch but with a little paint could be transformed into a great at-
traction on your homestead.

The wooden frame makes it a sturdy build and the windows offer great insulation.

The website does offer instructions along with a list of materials needed to make con-
structing this greenhouse easier.

They added some great repurposed shelving inside and did it all for around $67.

You can’t beat that price for a fully functional greenhouse.

http://fabulesslyfrugal.com/greenhouse-for-less-than-100/
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND34

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 4x2

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE TABLE TOP GREENHOUSE

This one sounds similar to the counter top greenhouse but is a little different.

It is not portable as the counter top greenhouse is.

Instead someone actually took an old table and built a fully functional greenhouse on top 
of it.

It has a wooden frame on top as the frame. Then has a wooden A Frame for the structure 
that holds the windows in place.

You have to fill the table full of dirt but then can plant directly into it.

It is very functional; is still mobile; and doesn’t take up much space.

https://www.dremel.com/en_US/projects/-/project-details/183947/tabletop-greenhouse
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41 FREE DIY GREENHOUSE 
PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND35

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 12x9,5

DIFFICULTY Hard

THE BARN GREENHOUSE
IN A WEEKEND

This is a barn greenhouse that can be built in a weekend, according to the plan’s site.

The site offers a detailed list of instructions and tools needed. As it does require quite a bit 
of materials. The site also offers a great visual of the plans in order to build this greenhouse.

It should turn out to be a great size to grow a variety of plants. You can also design the in-
side to suit any need you may have.

Some choose to do separate garden beds. Others choose to design shelving and tables. 
While some plant directly into the ground.

http://myoutdoorplans.com/greenhouse/barn-greenhouse-plans/
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PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
THIS WEEKEND36

DIMENSIONS (FEET) 6x8

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE BLACK+DECKER GREENHOUSE

This is a great greenhouse that is smaller in size. Yet it is still one that can be walked into.

It is a great A-frame shape that is easy to access all of your plants. It has a sturdy wooden 
frame and is covered in plastic as well.

The site is great as it gives you all of the tools and instructions on how to build this great 
little greenhouse. It also provides ample amount of pictures to go along with the instructions.

They show building shelving to go inside of the greenhouse. You could plant directly in 
the ground with this greenhouse but shelving would probably make it the most functional.

https://www.blackanddecker.com/ideas-and-inspiration/projects/greenhouse-how-to
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DIMENSIONS (FEET) 10x6

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE BOX GREENHOUSE

This greenhouse has a unique design. It actually looks like a big box.

The site gives you detailed instructions, materials list, and pictures to go along with the 
instructions. It does not appear to be a difficult project to build.

It’s design is the greatest part about it. Sometimes creating A-frame greenhouses can be-
come intimidating to those that are new to the DIY scene.

This one takes that intimidation factor out of the equation. You basically build 4 walls, a 
door, and a flat roof. Then add a door. It appears to have plenty of room to do most anything 
in it that you wish in your homesteading ventures.

It would be a great and functional greenhouse for anyone.

http://www.wayneofthewoods.com/greenhouse.html
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PLANS TO HELP YOU BUILD 

ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
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DIMENSIONS (FEET) 2,25x1,5

DIFFICULTY Easy

THE ‘SORT OF’ GREENHOUSE

The writer of this creation said that she wasn’t sure whether to call this a greenhouse or an 
atrium. Since it is not meant to create its own climate and weather, she decided to call it a 
greenhouse.

She does not give you exact design plans as this was meant for a unique situation in her 
home. However, she does give her design ideas so you can transform it to fit your personal 
space.

It is a neat little box built from wood. It has glass sides and a cool little pull down door.

This greenhouse wouldn’t work for people wanting to grow mass amounts of plants. 
However, if you were looking to start only a handful or less of plants indoors, this greenhouse 
would do the trick.

http://www.runnerduck.com/green_house/green_house.htm
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ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
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DIMENSIONS (FEET) 10x32

DIFFICULTY Intermediate

THE PVC GREENHOUSE

This article is not for those that need pictures in order to create.

It does not give you any plans or pictures to actually go off of what they are telling you to 
build. So if you are a visual person (like myself ) this probably is not the greenhouse for you.

But if you are someone that can look at a list of materials and instructions this is for you. 
They do tell you how to modify the greenhouse if you would like to make it smaller or larger. 
So if you are not new to the DIY scene this may be a perfect project for you.

http://www.floridagardener.com/greenhouse/greenhousematerials.htm
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ONE IN YOUR GARDEN 
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DIMENSIONS (FEET) 8x8

DIFFICULTY Hard

THE YELLAWOOD GREENHOUSE

The Yella Wood Greenhouse is a greenhouse plan designed for those that wish to build 
with wood. They obviously recommend using their pressure treated pine to build this gre-
enhouse.

It also offers all of the additional materials you will need in order to complete this gre-
enhouse.

This is another barn shaped greenhouse, but because of this design you have the option of 
either planting directly into the ground or adding planting stations and growing tables inside 
the greenhouse.

The Yella Wood Greenhouse is very multi-purpose and should fulfill any need you might 
have in agreenhouse.

http://www.greatsouthernwood.com/uploadedFiles/YellaWood_Greenhouse.pdf
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DIMENSIONS (FEET) 10x20

DIFFICULTY Easy

MY HOOP GREENHOUSE

This is my actual greenhouse.
I couldn’t write this post and not include it.

The great thing about this greenhouse is that it is not just any hoop greenhouse. Everything 
in it has been totally repurposed and upcycled. Therefore, we were able to build it for practi-
cally nothing.

I give you all of the details on how to build it and ideas on where you can find recycled 
items.

This is a great option if you need a cold frame to start seeds but don’t have hardly any mo-
ney in the budget. It may not always look pretty but it will function like you need it to.

https://www.backwoodshome.com/build-a-simple-inexpensive-greenhouse-by-jennifer-poindexter/
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